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12725. García Castillero (Carlos): Old Irish tonic pronouns as extracausal constituents.

12726. Mac Cárthaigh (Eóin): Mo mhallacht ort, a shaoghail (c. 1655): dán is a sheachadadh.
In Ériu 63 (2013), pp. 41–77.

By Cú Choigcrích Ó Céidigh, 42 qq., edited from RIA 24 P 27; with English translation, introduction, notes, and a discussion of the transmission of the poem.

12727. Ariztimuño (Borja), Egurtzegi (Ander): Remarks on the etymology of the Basque word for ‘swallow’ and its potential relation to Celtic.
In Ériu 63 (2013), pp. 79–90.

A criticism of the proposals by K. McCone (in Sprachkontakt und Sprachwandel, 2005) and D. Stifter (in Ériu 60), suggesting a Romance origin for the Basque word.

12728. Hoyne (Micheál): The political context of Cath Muighe Tuireadh, the early modern Irish version of the Second battle of Magh Tuireadh.

Discusses the date and circumstances of composition of the early modern Irish version in RIA MS 24 P 9, arguing it was produced c. 1398 for the Meic Dhiarmada of Magh Luirg.

In Ériu 63 (2013), pp. 117–143.

1. Miscellaneous notes on mac/ Mac, ó/ Ó, inghean, and the designation of the head of the family, the conann fine; 2. Independent adjectival qualification of Christian names, surnames and eponymous ancestors; 3. Adjectival qualification of Christian names and patronymics made up of two stressed elements; 4. Adjectival qualification of Mac/Míg surnames designating the conann fine ‘head of the family’ or ‘chief’ (i.e. Mac Diarmada, Máig Uidhir, etc.); 5. Adjectival qualification of Ó/ Ua surnames designating the conann fine ‘head of family’ or ‘chief’ (i.e. Ó/ Ua Briain, Ó/ Ua Néill, etc.); 6. The construction Ó/ ó saoirNéill; 7. The prepositions re and le before Ó/ ó; 8. The Ó saoirNéill type with preceding ris/leis.
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12730. Ó Riain (Gordon): Varia: I. 1. Two quatrains in *Cath Maighe Rath.*
   On qqs. 18-19 of poem beginning *Erig, a Chongail Macha.*


   On the long vowel form *do-néis.*